Senior Gas Trader
Are you ready for the next step in your career in gas trading? And would you like to take part in building
a trading desk from the ground up?
PowerMart is a Danish trading house founded in 2014. Our focus is on proprietary trading, and we operate
in all major grids across Europe. Our team consists of dedicated and competitive traders with extensive
experience from major European trading houses and utilities.
We have recently started trading gas and we are expanding the team. We are looking for a senior gas
trader with a proven track record to help us kick-start the new business.
Your role and qualifications
As the gas trading desk is newly established, you will become a key member of the team from day one.
You will develop and implement trading strategies, build trading tools and models for analysis – plus be
an important part in setting the general direction in the team.
To be successful in this role you will need experience from natural gas markets and a thorough
understanding of gas fundamentals, logistics and of the broader energy market complex. From your
experience you will naturally have an excellent understanding of how to build a successful natural gas
trading desk.
Additional qualifications and qualities:
- Proven commercial track record in physical gas trading
- Master’s degree in finance, economics, mathematics or similar
- Strong network in the industry
- Excellent IT skills and possibly experience with algorithmic trading
We offer
In PowerMart we believe in freedom, responsibility, and team spirit. You will be part of a vibrant
environment in the absolute center of Aarhus and work together with an experienced team of trading
experts.
We have a flat organization, and we know that we are only successful when we work together and support
each other all the way. This means that we trust your skills, and from day one you will contribute with
your knowledge and expertise.

If you think this is something for you, we will be looking forward to receiving your application at
jobs@powermart.eu. For questions, please contact Lasse Okholm Ravn at lasse@powermert.eu or on
+45 2281 4768.

